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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
NCFCSPS aims at providing a platform for students, faculty members, industry people and research scholars to sharpen their ideas and knowledge to compete globally. This Conference invites the students, academicians and research scholars to present their technical papers.

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION
Adhiyamaan College of Engineering is one of the educational institutions developed by AERI trust, which was established in the academic year 1987-1988 to cater to the needs of the nation in the developments of technocrafts and to provide facilities for educating and training men and women to meet entrepreneurial and management needs. The management has created adequate infrastructural facilities and earmarked sufficient funds for developing the institution for higher education and to excel in research.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering was established in the year 1991-1992. It offers UG programme B.E-ECE with an intake of 240 students, PG programme M.E-Communication Systems with an intake of 24 students and M.E-VLSI Design with an intake of 18 students. The department has state-of-the-art laboratory facilities to infuse practical knowledge to the students on par with academic excellence.

TOPICS OF INTEREST
The topic of interests include, but are not limited to,
- Wireless Communication
- Mobile Communication
- Optical and Microwave Communication
- Co operative Communication
- Ultra Wideband Systems
- Network Security
- Software Defined Radio
- Cognitive Radio
- Signal and Image Processing
- Document Image Processing
- VLSI Signal Processing
- Statistical Signal Processing
- Bio Signal Processing
- Computer Vision
- Machine Learning
- Embedded DSP Systems
- and any other relevant topics...

JOURNAL PUBLICATION
IJIRSET
The registered papers will be published in International Journal of Innovative Research in Science, Engineering and Technology.

Fees for Journal Publication: Rs.600

IMPORTANT DATES
Submission of full paper : 22.02.2020
Notification of acceptance : 28.02.2020

FORMAT FOR PAPER SUBMISSION
Paper should describe original, previously unpublished work. Authors are invited to submit maximum of four pages including abstract, figures and references. Paper should strictly be in IEEE format and must include the title, authors affiliation and full technical content. Paper should be submitted to the following mail id.

E-mail id : aceecencfcsp@gmail.com
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